
 
 

  
 

FUNCTIONAL SERVICING BRIEF 

Mr. Li Jihshi 
284/286 Albert Street and 84/86 Hickory Street 
Condominiums – Design 
Project No.: 2017-0324-07 September 25, 2017 

 
WalterFedy, on behalf of Mr. Li Jinshi, is undertaking a rezoning application with the City of Waterloo to allow for a 
proposed development located at 284-286 Albert Street and 84-86 Hickory Street West in Waterloo. These lots are 
the proposed location of a new residential condominium building which will include underground parking. In 
conjunction with the rezoning application, a Functional Servicing Report to review the feasibility of servicing the 
proposed development is required. WalterFedy’s review consisted of an analysis of water, sanitary, and storm 
servicing as well as a review of stormwater management requirements. This review was completed specifically for the 
proposed site, consisting of 4 individual lots covering a total area of approximately 0.29 ha (0.72 acres) located just 
north of Hickory Street between Albert Street and Hemlock Street.  
 
The existing site is comprised of four single-family dwellings, two of which front on to Albert Street (284 and 286 
Albert) and two of which front onto Hickory Street (84 and 86 Hickory). Currently, all the residences are vacant and will 
be demolished. A topographic survey prepared by AET Ltd., in conjunction with legal plans prepared by MacDonald 
Tamblyn Lord Surveying Ltd. and construction drawings for Albert Street, Hickory Street and Hemlock Street provided 
by the City of Waterloo, were utilized to form the opinions presented herein.  
 
The proposed development would involve the removal of the four existing residences and replacement with a 6+ 
storey building including 124 units (151 bedrooms). In addition to the residential units, the proposed building also 
includes 2,298.9 m2 of underground parking and 460.8 m2 dedicated to mechanical/building service areas. The 
resulting building yields a total gross floor area of approximately 12,808.9 m2 (137,874 ft2). Neighbouring land uses 
include single-family residences and student housing complexes. A conceptual layout of the development, prepared 
by WalterFedy, has been drafted for the proposed site, and was utilized to present the findings in the following 
discussion. 
 
Sanitary Servicing 
 
According to the Region of Waterloo and Area Municipalities Design Guidelines and Supplemental Specifications for 
Municipal Services (DGSSMS), 2017, the sanitary flows from the proposed development are to be sized based on an 
average daily flow from residentially zoned land of 275 Litres/cap/day coupled with an allowance for extraneous flows 
amounting to 0.25 L/s/ha for all areas. As such, the proposed development is expected to generate 3.054 L/s of peak 
sanitary flow calculated using a peaking factor of 4.13 based on a total of 151 bedrooms, a projected population 
density of 1.5 people per bedroom and a site area of 0.29 ha. 
 
Given that the site is located within a largely developed area and single-family residences currently occupy the subject 
properties, a sanitary sewer network exists within the surrounding municipal rights-of-way. A 200-mm-diameter 
sanitary sewer beneath the Albert Street boulevard along the western limit of the site drains towards Hickory Street. 
Similarly, another 200-mm-diameter sewer providing service to Hemlock Street also drains to Hickory Street. The 
sanitary flows from Albert Street and Hemlock Street are collected by a 200-mm-diameter sewer on Hickory Street 
and piped away from the site towards the Laurel trunk sanitary sewer. All existing 100-mm-diameter sanitary 
connections servicing the residences located within the site limits will be removed and capped at the main as per City 
Standards.  
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In order to service the expected peak sanitary flows generated from the proposed development, a new 150-mm-
diameter service is required and will be connected to the Hickory Street sanitary sewer. It is understood that a 
150-mm-diameter sanitary service installed at an appropriate depth will be of sufficient capacity to provide gravity 
service to the proposed development. 
 
Sanitary flow projections within the City of Waterloo’s Core Area Infrastructure Assessment (CAIA) were utilized to 
investigate the available capacity within the system for additional flows related to the proposed development. The City 
of Waterloo utilized the Region’s Population and Land-Use Model forecasts to establish an estimate of the City’s 
population growth between sequential planning horizons (2016 and 2031). These projections were converted into 
water demand and sewage flows which were subsequently added to the baseline flows. From this data it can be 
concluded that the existing sewers surrounding the site on Albert, Hickory, and Hemlock Streets can provide sufficient 
capacity to service the additional sanitary flow from the proposed development at this point in time. The location of, 
and connection to, Hemlock Street for the sanitary service from the site will be confirmed during detailed design. 
 
However, growth projections for 2031, including anticipated development in the Columbia Street, King Street, and 
University Avenue area (known as the Northdale Intensification Scenario) indicated the 200-mm-diameter sanitary 
sewer on Hickory Street between Hemlock and Hazel will nearly reach its capacity. This section of sewer becomes a 
bottleneck in the network and would be operating at 96% of its 52 L/s capacity in 2031. For the Northdale 
Intensification Scenario, any undeveloped land in the area was assumed to be developed to a density of 
approximately 250 bedrooms per hectare. Therefore, a maximum of 71 bedrooms on the subject site is permitted 
based on zoning constraints. This zoning by-law amendment is an application to increase the permitted total to 151 
beds for the proposed development. Based on assumed development under the Northdale Intensification Scenario, 
96% of the 52 L/s capacity inherently includes sewage flows from 71 bedrooms on the subject site and only 80 
bedrooms are unaccounted for. 80 bedrooms contribute approximately 50% of the 3.079 L/s peak sanitary flow. It can 
be concluded that, with the addition of the sanitary flows from the 80 surplus bedrooms, the pipe will continue to 
operate below its full flow capacity in 2031. The increase in flow in the 2031 conditions is negligible in comparison to 
the projected flows, and the findings of the CAIA have already called for this sewer to be upsized by the City in the 
future. 
 
Water Servicing 
 
The domestic demand for a residential building can be calculated using guidance provided by the Ministry of the 
Environment and Climate Change Design Guidelines for Drinking Water Systems, 2008. An allowance of 275 
L/cap/day can be utilized for residential use and peaked using a peaking factor of 3.75 for Peak Hour demands and 
2.5 for Maximum Day Demand as per City Design Criteria. As such, utilizing gross floor area estimates, the domestic 
water demand can be calculated to be 2.709 L/s Peak Hourly demand and a 1.806 L/s Maximum Day Demand.  
 
In addition, the fire demand can be estimated based on Water Supply for Public Fire Protection (FUS 1999). For a 
building assumed to have non-combustible construction, 12,808.9 m2 floor area, limited combustible contents, fully-
supervised and automated sprinkler protection, and separation from existing buildings on all sides ranging from 5 m – 
35 m, the required fire flow can be calculated to be 233 L/s or 3698 usgpm. 
 
As per the Region of Waterloo DGSSMS 2017, the water service required shall be able to convey the combination of 
the Maximum Day Demand and the Fire Demand, totalling to 235 L/s, within the pressure and velocity ranges as 
specified.  
 
The City of Waterloo’s water distribution network exists within the surrounding municipal rights-of-way and provides 
service to the single-family residences currently occupying the subject properties and surrounding area. 150-mm-
diameter watermains exist along the frontage of the site on all three streets. On Albert Street, the watermains have 
been upgraded to 300-mm-diameter from Columbia Street to the northern limits of 288 Albert Street.  
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Municipal water demand projections within the CAIA were utilized to investigate the available capacity within the 
system for additional demands related to the proposed development. The CAIA reported that the 150-mm-diameter 
watermain installed along Albert Street exceeded its capacity when subjected to the projected 2016 peak-hour water 
demand. Growth projections for 2031, considering the Northdale Intensification Scenario, indicated the 150-mm-
diameter watermain on Hickory Street between Albert and Hemlock, will exceed its capacity.  
 
Therefore, it is understood that a minor extension of the 300-mm-diameter watermain on Albert Street may be 
required in order to provide adequate service to the development. A hydrant flow test will be completed to verify 
pressures and flows during detailed design. In addition, the water demand for sprinklers and hoses will be calculated 
by the mechanical consultant during detailed design. This flow, in conjunction with the domestic demand, will govern 
the sizing of the water service. Existing municipal fire hydrants on Hickory and Hemlock Streets will provide fire 
protection for the site. 
 
The location of the water service and connection to the main will be confirmed as part of site plan approval.  
 
Storm Servicing and Stormwater Management 
 
Both Hemlock Street and Albert Street incorporate a network of storm sewers draining south towards Hickory Street. 
According to storm sewer layout drawings provided by the City of Waterloo, two catchbasins located directly adjacent 
to the eastern edge of the site provide drainage for the majority of the four existing lots comprising the proposed site. 
Minor runoff from boulevards and front yards is directed to the streets onto which they front. One catchbasin in the 
northeast corner and one in the southeast corner of the site collect runoff and drain to the Hickory Street storm sewer.  
 
At the time the City of Waterloo conducted its baseline conditions assessment of the storm sewer system capacity in 
2008, the 300-mm-diameter storm sewers located on Hemlock Street and the 250-mm-diameter storm sewer on 
Hickory Street were identified as bottlenecks. The City’s infrastructure assessment indicated that these storm sewers 
operated above 100% of their capacity during the 2-year storm event. Within the CAIA, a prioritization methodology 
was developed to establish a replacement schedule for pipes operating over capacity during the 2-year storm event. 
The identified storm sewers on Hemlock Street were classified as priority 1 and 2, while the Hickory Street storm 
sewers were priority 3. According to this classification, it is understood that the City of Waterloo will systematically 
replace the storm sewers to upgrade the current network and provide adequate levels of capacity. 
 
The proposed site is currently four individual lots occupied by single-family residences. As such, stormwater runoff is 
estimated using a runoff coefficient of 0.45. Existing catchbasins on Hemlock Street providing drainage to the existing 
lots do not appear to have any inlet controls. Based on the preliminary building design and layout prepared by 
WalterFedy, the proposed development will occupy approximately 60% of the site area. Furthermore, impervious 
surfaces such as concrete sidewalk, walkways, and asphalt driveways will comprise the majority of the remaining site 
area with limited landscaped areas. Green roof(s) will be incorporated into the design to satisfy the minimum 
landscape area requirement. Flow control roof drains will be utilized to provide rate control on the site to meet the 2-, 
5- and 100-year runoff targets as defined by City of Waterloo design criteria. Furthermore, additional measures in the 
form of underground storage and infiltration will be implemented in order to ensure post-development flows do not 
exceed pre-development flows.  
 
The pre-development flows are summarized below: 
 

2-Year Design Storm 5-Year Design Storm 100-Year Design Storm 
28 L/s 41 L/s 83 L/s 

 
It is anticipated that the majority of landscaped, asphalt, and concrete areas will be graded and sloped to follow the 
existing west-east drainage path towards Hemlock Street and be directed into the existing catchbasins to the east of 
the site. In order to maintain consistency with pre-development runoffs, boulevard areas and sidewalks will be graded 
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to drain towards the surrounding street. In a similar manner, the proposed building’s roof will drain towards the eastern 
side of the building and be directed into the storm sewer network on Hemlock Street. Through the implementation of 
infiltration measures, the stormwater runoff into the 300-mm-diameter storm pipe will be restricted to a maximum post-
development runoff equal to that of the pre-development.  
 
Given that the building occupies the bulk of the site, and that the runoff from the roof can be considered to be clean, it 
is safe to presume that the proposed configuration of the site will provide 70% long term average total suspended 
solids removal (normal level TSS removal).  If required, additional quality controls can be provided in the form of end-
of-pipe treatment units such as the BMP Snout or Stormceptor at the outlet of the surface parking area.  
 
The location of, and connection to, Hemlock Street for the storm service for the development will be confirmed during 
detailed design. 
 
Other Utilities 
 
Other utilities such as gas and telecommunications exist in close proximity to the site and can be extended to service 
the proposed building. Given that the existing buildings will be demolished, connection locations and capacities for 
other utilities will need to be reviewed and confirmed prior to construction by each of the individual service providers 
during detailed design.  
 
Based on our review of all available documentation, we find that the site can be serviced to support the proposed 
development. 
 
All of which is respectfully submitted, 

 

WALTERFEDY 

 

 
Rushin Khakharia 
Civil Engineering 
 
 
rkhakharia@walterfedy.com 
519.576.2150 Ext. 469 
 

 
J. Scott Oliver, P.Eng 
Civil Engineering 
Associate 
 
soliver@walterfedy.com 
519.576.2150 Ext. 325 
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Project:
Project No: Min. Velocity 0.6 m/s
Date: Max. Velocity 3.0 m/s
Designed By: JT Checked By: Manning's 'n' 0.013 Peaking Factor Peaking Factor

Infiltration 0.25 l/s/ha Avg. Daily Flow 275 L/c/d Avg. Daily Flow 0.25 L/ha/s

From To Length Area Units Density Population Area Population Peak Factor Area Diameter Slope QFULL VFULL

(m) (ha) (ppu) (people) (ha) (people) (ha) (L/s) (mm) (%) (L/s) (m/s)
0.2880 151 1.5 227 0.2879656 227 4.13 0.29 3.054 150 1.00 15.23 0.86

Extraneous

SANITARY SEWER DESIGN CALCULATIONSDesign Data

Residential

Albert & Hickory Condos
2017-0324-10
9/25/2017

CumulativePipe Data

Harmon

0.29
(ha)

Design DataResidential Infiltration

1

Total FlowTotal Area



REQUIRED DOMESTIC FLOW
DGSSMS 2017 AND ONTARIO BUILDING CODE

Project

Project #

Designer

Address

Description

Building Description Area (m2) Bedrooms
Persons/B

edroom
Population

Operating 

Hours
Demand

Max Daily 

Peak 

Factor

Max 

Hourly 

Peak 

Factor

Max Daily 

Demand 

(L/s)

Max 

Hourly 

Demand 

(L/s)

Residential 10,277.0 151 1.5 227 24 275 L/cap/day 2.5 3.75 1.806 2.709

1.806 2.709

Notes: Persons/Unit based on Region of Waterloo Land Budget

Total

Albert & Hickory Condos

2017-0324-10

JT

284-286 Albert St. & 84-86 Hickory Street

Overall Domestic Flows



REQUIRED FIRE FLOW
Water Supply for Public Fire Protection (FUS 1999)

Project

Project #

Designer

Address

Description

F = Required fire flow (LPM)

C = Coefficient related to type of construction

A = Total floor area (including all storeys but excluding any

 basement levels at least 50% below grade)

Type of Construction C = 0.8

Description

Floor/Level Area (m
2
) NO

Parking Level P2 1468.2

P1 1712.9

Level 1 1440.2

Level 2 1451.8 9627.91 m
2

Level 3-5 1576.1 Total Building Floor Area

Level 6 1322.5

Level 7 (Suites) 563.1 17000 L/min

Level 7 (Mechanical 

Penthouse)
122.1

Building Total: 9627.9 *

Number of Storeys: 7

Occupancy Charge

Fire Flow Reduction -15% OR -2550 L/min

Required Fire Flow 14450 L/min

Automated Sprinker Protection YES

Designed to NFPA 13 Standard YES -30%

Standard Water Supply to Sprinklers and Standpipes YES -10%

Fully Supervised System YES -10%

Fire Flow Adjustment -7225 L/min

Exposure 1 (North) Distance 5 m Charge 20%

Description

Exposure 2 (East) Distance 30 m Charge 10%

Description

Exposure 3 (West) Distance 32 m Charge 5%

Description

Exposure 4 (South) Distance 25 m Charge 10%

Description

Total Exposure Charge 45%

Fire Flow Adjustment 6502.5 L/min

Total Required Fire Flow 14000 L/min

Total Required Fire Flow 3698 U.S. GPM

Total Required Fire Flow 233 L/s

*As per FUS 1999, floor areas more than 50% below grade (level P2 and P1) are not accounted for in the area calculations

Non-Combustible Construction

Limited-Combustible Contents

Newly Constructed Student Housing

Existing Hickory Street Residence

Existing Albert Street Residence

Floor Area

Fire Resistant Building?

Vertical Openings and Exterior 

Vertical Communications 

protected with minimum one (1) 

Required Fire Flow

Area

Description

Existing Hickory Street Residence

Unprotected Metal Structural Components, Masonry or Metal Walls. All Structural 

Members are Non-Combustible but does not qualify as Fire-Resisitive

NO

Albert & Hickory Condos

2017-0324-10

JT

284-286 Albert Street & 84-86 Hickory Street

Fire Flows

𝐹 = 220 × 𝐶 × 𝐴



2-Year Pre.out

"                MIDUSS Output ----------------------------------------------->"

"                MIDUSS version                          Version 2.25  rev. 467"

"                MIDUSS created                            Sunday, July 6, 2008"

"           10   Units used:                                          ie METRIC"

"                Job folder:        \\BEL1\Job_Files\2017\0324\10\05-DSGN\CIVL\"

"                                                                        MIDUSS"

"                Output filename:                                2-Year Pre.out"

"                Licensee name:                                    Windows User"

"                Company                                                       "

"                Date & Time last used:                 9/20/2017 at 5:49:15 PM"

" 31          TIME PARAMETERS"

"        5.000   Time Step"

"      180.000   Max. Storm length"

"     1500.000   Max. Hydrograph"

" 32          STORM Chicago storm"

"            1   Chicago storm"

"     1101.000   Coefficient A"

"        9.258   Constant B"

"        0.882   Exponent C"

"        0.400   Fraction R"

"      180.000   Duration"

"        1.000   Time step multiplier"

"             Maximum intensity           105.659    mm/hr"

"             Total depth                  32.400    mm"

"            6   005hyd   Hydrograph extension used in this file"

" 33          CATCHMENT 101"

"            1   Triangular SCS"

"            1   Equal length"

"            1   SCS method"

"          101   Existing Residential Lots"

"       50.000   % Impervious"

"        0.288   Total Area"

"       85.000   Flow length"

"        6.000   Overland Slope"

"        0.144   Pervious Area"

"       85.000   Pervious length"

"        6.000   Pervious slope"

"        0.144   Impervious Area"

"       85.000   Impervious length"

"        6.000   Impervious slope"

"        0.250   Pervious Manning 'n'"

"       75.000   Pervious SCS Curve No."

"        0.163   Pervious Runoff coefficient"

"        0.100   Pervious Ia/S coefficient"

"        8.467   Pervious Initial abstraction"

"        0.015   Impervious Manning 'n'"

"       98.000   Impervious SCS Curve No."

"        0.832   Impervious Runoff coefficient"

Page 1
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"        0.100   Impervious Ia/S coefficient"

"        0.518   Impervious Initial abstraction"

"                     0.028     0.000     0.000     0.000 c.m/sec"

"             Catchment 101          Pervious   Impervious Total Area "

"             Surface Area           0.144      0.144      0.288      hectare"

"             Time of concentration  37.631     3.019      8.683      minutes"

"             Time to Centroid       144.168    90.868     99.590     minutes"

"             Rainfall depth         32.400     32.400     32.400     mm"

"             Rainfall volume        46.66      46.66      93.31      c.m"

"             Rainfall losses        27.128     5.456      16.292     mm"

"             Runoff depth           5.272      26.944     16.108     mm"

"             Runoff volume          7.59       38.80      46.39      c.m"

"             Runoff coefficient     0.163      0.832      0.497      "

"             Maximum flow           0.002      0.028      0.028      c.m/sec"

" 40          HYDROGRAPH Add Runoff "

"            4   Add Runoff "

"                     0.028     0.028     0.000     0.000"

" 38          START/RE-START TOTALS 101"

"            3   Runoff Totals on EXIT"

"             Total Catchment area                       0.288    hectare"

"             Total Impervious area                      0.144    hectare"

"             Total % impervious                        50.000"

" 19          EXIT"

Page 2
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"                MIDUSS Output ----------------------------------------------->"
"                MIDUSS version                          Version 2.25  rev. 467"
"                MIDUSS created                            Sunday, July 6, 2008"
"           10   Units used:                                          ie METRIC"
"                Job folder:        \\BEL1\Job_Files\2017\0324\10\05-DSGN\CIVL\"
"                                                                        MIDUSS"
"                Output filename:                              100-Year Pre.out"
"                Licensee name:                                    Windows User"
"                Company                                                       "
"                Date & Time last used:                 9/20/2017 at 5:57:20 PM"
" 31          TIME PARAMETERS"
"        5.000   Time Step"
"      180.000   Max. Storm length"
"     1500.000   Max. Hydrograph"
" 32          STORM Chicago storm"
"            1   Chicago storm"
"     4692.000   Coefficient A"
"       17.437   Constant B"
"        0.956   Exponent C"
"        0.400   Fraction R"
"      180.000   Duration"
"        1.000   Time step multiplier"
"             Maximum intensity           239.793    mm/hr"
"             Total depth                  89.960    mm"
"            6   100hyd   Hydrograph extension used in this file"
" 33          CATCHMENT 101"
"            1   Triangular SCS"
"            1   Equal length"
"            1   SCS method"
"          101   Existing Residential Lots"
"       50.000   % Impervious"
"        0.288   Total Area"
"       85.000   Flow length"
"        6.000   Overland Slope"
"        0.144   Pervious Area"
"       85.000   Pervious length"
"        6.000   Pervious slope"
"        0.144   Impervious Area"
"       85.000   Impervious length"
"        6.000   Impervious slope"
"        0.250   Pervious Manning 'n'"
"       75.000   Pervious SCS Curve No."
"        0.444   Pervious Runoff coefficient"
"        0.100   Pervious Ia/S coefficient"
"        8.467   Pervious Initial abstraction"
"        0.015   Impervious Manning 'n'"
"       98.000   Impervious SCS Curve No."
"        0.925   Impervious Runoff coefficient"

Page 1
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"        0.100   Impervious Ia/S coefficient"
"        0.518   Impervious Initial abstraction"
"                     0.083     0.000     0.000     0.000 c.m/sec"
"             Catchment 101          Pervious   Impervious Total Area "
"             Surface Area           0.144      0.144      0.288      hectare"
"             Time of concentration  15.694     2.114      6.515      minutes"
"             Time to Centroid       112.837    86.960     95.345     minutes"
"             Rainfall depth         89.960     89.960     89.960     mm"
"             Rainfall volume        129.54     129.54     259.08     c.m"
"             Rainfall losses        50.048     6.709      28.379     mm"
"             Runoff depth           39.912     83.251     61.581     mm"
"             Runoff volume          57.47      119.88     177.35     c.m"
"             Runoff coefficient     0.444      0.925      0.685      "
"             Maximum flow           0.024      0.079      0.083      c.m/sec"
" 40          HYDROGRAPH Add Runoff "
"            4   Add Runoff "
"                     0.083     0.083     0.000     0.000"

Page 2
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"                MIDUSS Output ----------------------------------------------->"

"                MIDUSS version                          Version 2.25  rev. 467"

"                MIDUSS created                            Sunday, July 6, 2008"

"           10   Units used:                                          ie METRIC"

"                Job folder:        \\BEL1\Job_Files\2017\0324\10\05-DSGN\CIVL\"

"                                                                        MIDUSS"

"                Output filename:                                5-Year Pre.out"

"                Licensee name:                                    Windows User"

"                Company                                                       "

"                Date & Time last used:                 9/20/2017 at 5:55:15 PM"

" 31          TIME PARAMETERS"

"        5.000   Time Step"

"      180.000   Max. Storm length"

"     1500.000   Max. Hydrograph"

" 32          STORM Chicago storm"

"            1   Chicago storm"

"     1755.000   Coefficient A"

"       12.347   Constant B"

"        0.895   Exponent C"

"        0.400   Fraction R"

"      180.000   Duration"

"        1.000   Time step multiplier"

"             Maximum intensity           136.512    mm/hr"

"             Total depth                  47.549    mm"

"            6   005hyd   Hydrograph extension used in this file"

" 33          CATCHMENT 101"

"            1   Triangular SCS"

"            1   Equal length"

"            1   SCS method"

"          101   Existing Residential Lots"

"       50.000   % Impervious"

"        0.288   Total Area"

"       85.000   Flow length"

"        6.000   Overland Slope"

"        0.144   Pervious Area"

"       85.000   Pervious length"

"        6.000   Pervious slope"

"        0.144   Impervious Area"

"       85.000   Impervious length"

"        6.000   Impervious slope"

"        0.250   Pervious Manning 'n'"

"       75.000   Pervious SCS Curve No."

"        0.259   Pervious Runoff coefficient"

"        0.100   Pervious Ia/S coefficient"

"        8.467   Pervious Initial abstraction"

"        0.015   Impervious Manning 'n'"

"       98.000   Impervious SCS Curve No."

"        0.872   Impervious Runoff coefficient"

Page 1
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"        0.100   Impervious Ia/S coefficient"

"        0.518   Impervious Initial abstraction"

"                     0.041     0.000     0.000     0.000 c.m/sec"

"             Catchment 101          Pervious   Impervious Total Area "

"             Surface Area           0.144      0.144      0.288      hectare"

"             Time of concentration  25.838     2.682      7.987      minutes"

"             Time to Centroid       129.418    89.704     98.803     minutes"

"             Rainfall depth         47.549     47.549     47.549     mm"

"             Rainfall volume        68.47      68.47      136.94     c.m"

"             Rainfall losses        35.220     6.064      20.642     mm"

"             Runoff depth           12.329     41.485     26.907     mm"

"             Runoff volume          17.75      59.74      77.49      c.m"

"             Runoff coefficient     0.259      0.872      0.566      "

"             Maximum flow           0.005      0.041      0.041      c.m/sec"

" 40          HYDROGRAPH Add Runoff "

"            4   Add Runoff "

"                     0.041     0.041     0.000     0.000"
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